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About Us
Richmond is an Australian family owned company that has been  

designing, manufacturing, and supplying rolling solutions for over 60 years.

Wheels & castors are the heart and soul of what we do. We are the leading supplier of  

these products in ANZ, and as a result the knowledge we have accumulated is world class. 

Over the decades we have added other rolling divisions to our business, spanning categories  

such as conveyor, trolleys, gate automation, and materials handling. We have over 8000  

solutions for you to choose from – and if you can’t find what you’re looking for, we’ll custom  

design and manufacture it for you.

This ability to design and manufacture the rolling products our customers need has always  

been at the core of Richmond and remains so today. 

Our products are widely used by OEMs, factories, farms, mines, defence, infrastructure,  

schools and homes across Australia and New Zealand. If it rolls, think Richmond.

We are capable, we are curious, and we love what we do.

Contact our team today for a solution for your business.

Quality 

ISO 9001:2015

Head Office

R O L L I N G  S O L U T I O N S
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WheelMakers for  
Industry

Plastics & StorageConveyors & RollersSkates & Dollies

Wheels Trolleys & Handtrucks Materials HandlingCastors

For more 

information  

on the full range  

of products we 

stock, contact  

our staff or  

visit our website.

Our Products

Gate Hardware
Adjustable Feet 

& Inserts

Hospitality Equipment

No matter what industry you’re in, we can provide a solution. Our extensive range  

includes thousands of standard products, and if we don’t have it we can make it.
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Selecting 
a Castor
With a seemingly endless combination of 

wheels and frames available, selecting the right 

castor for your application can be challenging.

Below are four variables to consider  

when choosing a castor.

Load Capacity
Heavier loads will require increased capacity castors 

with wheels made from higher density materials. 

Bearing selection is also an important consideration: 

Roller bearings can carry heavier loads than ball 

bearings. To calculate the minimum load capacity 

required, divide the weight of the load by the number 

of castors on which the weight is distributed.

Richmond wheels and castors range  

from load capacities of 40kg to 10,000kg. 

Floor Type
Wheels will perform differently depending on the floor surface. For example, a solid nylon wheel would perform 

better on a carpeted surface than a softer rebound rubber wheel. This is due to the decreased rolling resistance 

of the nylon wheel. On a harder surface such as concrete or tiles, a rubber wheel will perform much better than 

solid nylon. An uneven surface may lead to irregular weight distribution, increasing the load on the castors. It 

also could be important to select a wheel type that won’t mark the surface the castor is to be used on.

Richmond can recommend a wheel type to suit any floor surface. 

Climate & Environment
Stainless steel frames and bearings are available 

for use in harsh conditions. Many wheel 

types will not survive extreme heat or cold, so 

Richmond developed a range of high and low 

temperature wheels for applications such as 

commercial freezers or industrial ovens.

Richmond high/low temperature wheels  

can perform in extreme temperatures 

from -30°C to 300°C.

Ease of Rolling 
The major factors that contribute to rolling resistance are load, wheel diameter, wheel hardness and  

floor surface. Rolling resistance can be decreased by selecting the largest suitable wheel diameter  

and the hardest suitable wheel material for your application.

When unsure, speak with our knowledgeable staff to advise 

you on the most suitable castor for your application.
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Castors For 
All Applications

Light Duty / General Use

Medium Duty

Heavy Duty / High Capacity

Designed to handle loads ranging from 40-100kg. Our range 

of light duty castors are suitable for all kinds of everyday 

applications including household furniture, light duty cabinets, 

shop fitting applications, display equipment and more.

Available in 50-100mm wheel diameters, our range of light 

duty castors includes single and twin wheel castors. Available 

in plate or bolt mount in rigid, swivel, and brake varieties.

Available in a huge variety of wheel types Richmond’s 

heavy duty and high capacity castors are suitable for 

heavy duty applications that require a load capacity of 

over 250kgs per castor. These hard wearing castors can 

handle almost anything you can throw at them and are 

suitable for a huge range of industries including logistics, 

manufacturing, rapid moving production lines, steel 

manufacture, exhibition services, waste bins, and more.

Available in mild or stainless steel varieties Richmond’s range 

of medium duty castors are designed to suit capacities from 

100-250kg. These medium duty castors are suitable for medical 

equipment, laboratory equipment, kitchens, cool rooms, general 

industry, and more.

Our range of medium duty castors are available with 50-150mm 

wheels in a variety of wheel types including rebound rubber, 

nylon, polyurethane, high temp polymer, and lots more.

Contact our staff or visit our website to find the perfect castor for your application.

Specialty Castors
Your industry may require a specific solution, that’s why we stock 

a range of castors designed to suit specific jobs, including medical 

castors, scaffold castors, and more. We can also work with you to 

design heavier duty or unique solutions for your industry.

Richmond’s Melbourne-based engineering department can custom  

design a solution to meet your requirements. Contact our engineering  

department by emailing engineering@richmondau.com or visit richmondau.com/

engineering to find out how we can help.

Available in capacities ranging 

from 40kgs up to 20 tonne, 

Richmond’s range of castors are 

available in thousands of varieties 

to suit all kinds of industries and 

requirements. A huge variety of 

wheel types and frame options are 

available to suit any environment.
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A Huge Variety of 
Wheel Types Available
Available in a range of materials, diameters ranging from 50mm to 450mm, and capacities from 10kg up to 5000kg. 

Richmond’s range of high quality wheels and rollers has something to suit every industry and application.

Contact our staff or visit our website to find the ideal wheel type to suit your application.

Pneumatic Wheels Puncture Proof Wheels

Poly Tyred Nylon Centred

High/Low Temperature

Solid Nylon

Cast Iron & SG Iron

Available with a plastic or steel centre, 

Richmond’s pneumatic wheels offer an 

easy rolling solution ideal for use on 

agricultural equipment, hand trolleys, 

wheelbarrows and lots more.

Richmond’s Puncture Proof Wheels eliminate the 

need to replace tubes. With a high load capacity 

suited to hand trucks, nursery equipment and 

industrial equipment, these wheels combine the  

strength and stability of a solid rubber wheel  

with the cushioned ride of a pneumatic.

Featuring an injection moulded polyurethane 

tyre around a nylon hub, these wheels are 

hard wearing, non-marking and long lasting 

with high load capacities. 

We carry a range of high/low temp 

wheels to handle temperatures ranging 

from -30° to 300°C. Cast Iron, SG Iron, 

Glass Filled Nylon, and High Temp 

Polymer wheels available.

Richmond’s range of nylon wheels and 

rollers are durable, offer a low rolling 

resistance, and are ideal for hard, smooth 

surfaces and outdoor/wet environments.

Cast Iron & SG Iron wheels provide 

high capacity with a low rolling 

resistance. They are hard wearing, as  

well as abrasive and heat resistant.

UP TO

300KG
UP TO

200KG

UP TO

5000KG

UP TO

100KG

UP TO

500KG
UP TO

400KG

UP TO

600KG

Institutional Rubber

Designed for light duty applications these 

institutional rubber wheels feature non-

marking rubber tyres, sealed bearings and 

a matching grey thread guard.

Poly Tyred Cast Iron Centred

Available with a polyurethane hardness 

ranging from 60A to 75D on the shore 

scale, Richmond’s polyurethane tyred 

cast iron centred wheels are available in 

capacities from 240kg up to 5000kg to  

suit all kinds of applications.

UP TO

5000KG

Rebound Rubber

Rebound rubber wheels are 

non-marking, quiet & shock absorbing 

with a low rolling resistance that allows 

them to roll over small obstructions easily.

UP TO

350KG
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Conveyor 
Solutions

HAVE YOUR BACK OF 

HOUSE & WAREHOUSING 

OPERATIONS RUNNING 

SMOOTHER THAN EVER!

WE CAN CUSTOM DESIGN AND MAKE CONVEYOR 
ROLLERS AND SYSTEMS TO SUIT YOUR BUSINESS!

Powered line shaft conveyor  

systems offer a fast and  

effective mode of  

transportation.

Richmond’s belt 

conveyors can 

be configured 

to suit the 

directional 

flow of goods, 

including: 

inclining, 

declining and 

curved paths.

Richmond’s 

flex conveyors 

can expand, 

retract and 

be placed 

into endless 

shapes to 

achieve 

the desired 

product flow.

Powered Line 
Shaft Conveyors

Belt 
Conveyors

Flex 
Conveyors

Powered Flex 
Conveyors

Giving 

the user 

continuous 

flow of 

goods, this 

powered 

conveyor 

can expand 

and retract.

Available to suit 

conveyor widths from 

290 to 600mm. These 

rollers feature spring 

loaded shafts for simple 

installation and secure 

attachment to the 

conveyor frame.

Robust nylon plastic, zinc 

plated steel, polyurethane, 

rubber, and stainless steel 

rollers available.

Conveyor 
Rollers

Gravity 
Conveyors

An ergonomic  

solution ideal for 

moving heavy  

and non-standard 

shaped items along 

processing and 

packaging lines.

Available in  

1500mm long  

sections - 290mm, 

450mm or 600mm 

wide.

Gravity conveyor 

bends are ideal 

for moving 

heavy and non-

standard items 

along processing 

and packaging 

lines around 45° 

or 90° bends.

Conveyor 
Bends

Ball transfers enable 

smooth and simple 

transfers of objects in 

any direction. Perfect 

for the transfer of 

heavy items. Stainless 

and mild steel ball 

transfers available/

Available in a  

variety of material 

types and sizes 

Ball 
Transfers

Manufactured from hard 

wearing, high quality pressed 

steel – Richmond’s conveyor 

frames & stands are available 

in a range of shapes and sizes.

Conveyor Frames
and Stands

• Our on-site engineers can design to any specification

• From concept through to manufacture and  

installation, we are with you every step of the way

• We have over 60 years of industry experience to 

back us up. We know conveyors and tailoring 

solutions to your business is what we do best.
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Lift Tables

Pallet LevellerBattery 
Powered 
Univators

Load Skates

Fork 
Stackers The ultimate tool 

for handling heavy 

objects in the 

workplace.

Available in single & 

double scissor varieties, 

these lift tables allow 

you to adjust your 

load to a comfortable 

working height, 

reducing physical strain 

on the operator.

Automatically keeps loads at an 

optimum working height when 

loading or unloading goods.

Takes the 

strain out of 

lifting jobs from 

ground level to 

shoulder height. 

Richmond’s 

univators are an 

ideal solution 

for lifting in 

confined areas.

Suitable for moving loads from 2 

tonne all the way up to 24 tonne, 

Richmond’s range of load skates 

are available in adjustable and 

fixed varieties.

Load skate kits also available

SLR002

PLR001

Reduce fatigue,  

increase operator 

comfort, simplify 

movement, and  

increase productivity  

with Richmond’s  

range of fork stackers.

Manual and battery 

powered options 

available.

Richmond stocks a wide range of materials 

handling solutions, including pallet jacks, 

electric tugs, scissor lifters, load skates, and 

more. No matter how big or small the job is,  

we have a solution to handle it.

LIFT & MOVE WITH EASESAFE WORK LOAD

2500KG HIGH-QUALITY
HYDRAULICS

UVR003

LSR001

LSR010

Powered 
Lift Tables

Equipped with multiple safety 

features these heavy duty lift 

tables facilitate handling and 

lifting up to 4000kg.

SLR023

Materials 
Handling

Adjustable Height 

Repositions to your 

desired working 

height with ease!

Single and double 

scissor models 

available!

FSR001

Rugged, reliable and ready for immediate use, 

Richmond stock a range of pallet jacks to suit  

all kinds of industries. 

Standard, narrow, stubby, extra long, galvanised, 

low profile, and battery electric models available.

Pallet Jacks

Standard PJR001Y

Extra Long PJR013

Stubby Narrow 

PJR012
Galvanised PJR003

Ladders

Whether you are looking for 

a step ladder, multi-purpose 

ladder or even a safety step 

or stool, we have the right 

choice for you. Our range of 

ladders are ideal for the home, 

workplace or construction site.

FSR004
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Easy Tilt 
Trolleys

4 trolley types available: 

square framed, twin  

handle with curved  

back, high frame ‘mighty 

tough’ model with  

rubber handles, and an 

aluminium frame model 

with interchangeable 

toe plates.

• Available with 

pneumatic or puncture 

proof wheels

50%SELF-
LESS EFFORTTILTING4 TROLLEY

AVAILABLE
TYPES

TO TILTMECHANISM

Available 
With Bolt 

On Ratchet 
Strap

Dual Purpose 
Trolleys

Carefully designed to safely 

manoeuvre heavy items such as 

refrigerators, cabinets and more 

up and down stairs and steps.

• Cushioned loading strips 

to protect your appliances 

during transport

These versatile trolleys transform 

to give you the functionality of 

two trolleys in one.

• 2 Trolley modes:  

upright & platform

• Available with pneumatic  

or puncture proof wheels

• Bigfoot extended toe plate 

attachment available

Mighty Tough Trolleys

Designed for long term heavy duty use, 

Richmond’s mighty tough general purpose  

hand trolleys are available with pneumatic or 

puncture proof wheels. Each trolley features 

rubber handle grips and supports for wider loads.

Appliance &  
Fridge Trolleys

Stair Climber 
Hand Trolleys

P Handle 
Hand Trolleys

MIGHTY TOUGH 

BY NAME
MIGHTY TOUGH 

BY NATURE

Perfect for moving your 

freezer, fridge, oven, and 

other appliances.

• Available with pneumatic 

or puncture proof wheels

• Cushioned loading strips 

to protect your appliances 

during transport

A lightweight, economic 

trolley perfect for quick, 

general use applications.

• Ideal for everyday 

general use applications

• Available with pneumatic 

or puncture proof wheels

MTR100

PHR103PHR105

APR126 FTR120SCR114

Available in a variety of shapes, sizes, and 

styles to suit almost any industry. Our range of 

high quality trolleys includes everything from 

general use hand trolleys, and platform trolleys 

to industry specific trolleys such as gas bottle 

trolleys and plasterboard trolleys.

Trolleys & 
Handtrucks

ETR106

UP TO

300KG

UP TO

300KG

UP TO

300KG

Carton Hand 
Trolleys

A high strength, high 

back, lightweight trolley 

perfect for deliveries.

• Curved back handle 

for operator comfort

• Easily lifted in and  

out of trucks

• Available with 

pneumatic or puncture 

proof wheels
CTR010

UP TO

300KG

UP TO

300KG

UP TO

250KG
UP TO

250KG

Available 
With Bolt 

On Ratchet 
Strap

DPR010 

platform mode

DPR010 

trolley mode
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Folding Plastic
Platform Trolleys

Ideal for use in wet or 

refrigerated areas. These 

trolleys feature a foldable 

handle for easy storage 

and a slip-resistant 

deck with a reinforced 

underside for increased 

strength. 

• Available with rebound 

polyurethane or 

puncture proof wheels.

Lighweight Folding  
Platform Trolleys

Lighweight Folding  
Hand Trolleys

Perfect for everyday moving 

applications, these plastic deck 

trolleys can be picked up and moved 

with ease. Available in two sizes,  

these feature a slip-resistant 

platform, folding handle,  

and grey rubber wheels.

This Innovative light 

weight range of 

trolleys comes in 

4 sizes and easily 

folds down for 

storing into small 

spaces such as car 

boots or cupboards.

Featuring rebound rubber wheels 

these heavy duty trolleys are perfect 

for moving goods up to 540kgs  

in all kinds of environments. 

Optional second handle available.

Aluminium platform trolleys: 

These sturdy aluminium trolleys 

feature a checkerplate platform  

grip and high visibiliy sides.

6 wheel steel platform trolleys: 

These tough steel rocking platform 

trolleys are perfect for tight spaces 

and warehouses. The six wheel 

design and high load capacity  

make transferring stock easy.
UP TO

300KG

UP TO

300KG
UP TO

500KGFPR003

Steel & Aluminium Platform Trolleys

6 Wheel Rocking 
Stock Trolleys

Features an innovative 

6 wheel rocking design 

that keeps the centre 

wheel grounded at all 

times allowing for full 360° 

movement in tight spaces.

• Tough galvanised steel 

construction

• Single or twin platform 

trolleys with single or 

double handles.

PFR038

UP TO

540KG

UP TO

250KG

Gas Bottle 
Trolleys

Holds up 

to 2x G 

size gas 

cylinders.

Curved gas 

cylinder 

holders 

with chains 

for safety.

UP TO

200KG

Plasterboard Trolleys Drum Dollies & Trolleys

Perfect for reducing the strain of 

moving large, heavy, and inconvenient 

sized boards and flat objects.

Take the strain out of 

moving 44 gallon drums 

with our range of drum 

handling equipment.

Our DDR001 drum 

dollie provides a 

portable platform  

that allows 44 gallon 

drums to be wheeled 

around with ease.

The DTR002 Trolley 

features handy sliding 

handles with hooks  

to lock the drum in 

place for easy pick  

up and transport.

PTR002

PTR001

UP TO

300KGGBR002

Available with either deadman 

brake or easily activated foot 

pedal brake,these trolleys 

effectively and securely  

stop the load dead in its tracks.

• Folding handles for easy storage

• Slip-resistant plastic platforms

• Easy rolling elastic rubber wheels

Commander 

Trolley with Foot 

Brake PFR042

• 800 x 430mm 

trolley size

• 150kg safe 

working load

Commander 

Trolley with Foot 

Brake PFR044

• 900 x 600mm 

trolley size

• 250kg safe 

working load

Commander Trolleys 

with Deadman  

Brake PFR043

• 900 x 600mm 

trolley size

• 250kg safe 

working load

PAR004

DDR001

DTR002

FPR001 

folded

UP TO

200KG

FPR001
PGR200

PGR300
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ATV Garden Cart

Designed to connect to either a ride on mower or 

ATV, this lightweight garden cart has many uses 

whether you are a hobby farmer, garden supply 

business, sporting club or just simply looking for 

an easier, hassle-free way of moving a load.

• Quick release level for easy emptying

• Plastic tray with wiide steel centred  

pneumatic wheels

• 240L tray volume

Versatile and extremely 

durable, purpose built for the 

movement of heavy, bulky 

and awkward loads.

• High safe working loads

• Protective strips to protect 

loads during transport

• Available with pneumatic, 

puncture proof, or rebound 

rubber wheels.

Piano Dollies

Rubber and timber deck models available

Skate 
Dollies

By functioning as a rolling platform for your 

goods, Richmond’s range of furniture dollies 

take the stress out of moving bulky objects.

PDR013

SKR006

Safety Step

Rolling Safety  
Step Insert 

UP TO

500KG

UP TO

600KG

PDR010

ATR001

SSR003

SSR002

A workplace safety essential! Our safety 

step features a lightweight design with 

indented steps on all four sides and a 

reinforced underside to prevent sagging.

• 250kg safe working load

• 505 x 505 x 365mm

• Grip tape & indented sides

This insert easily fits within your 

Richmond safety step to make it mobile.

• 4 spring loaded castors

• Wheels retract when stepped  

on for safety

Stock Pickers

Warehouse and 
Stock picking 
Trolleys

Order Picker 
Trolleys

Perfect for picking, packing, 

workshop, and warehouse 

applications our range of 

stockpickers are built to 

handle anything. 

Two and three shelf models 

are available in a number of 

configurations - all featuring  

a rigid plastic construction  

to last the test of time.

Perfect for picking, packing, 

and warehouse applications 

these trolleys are built to last. 

Speed up daily moving and 

stock picking applications 

with the aid of the high 

quality swivel castors.

• Tough steel construction

• 2 shelf, 3 shelf, and caged 

side models available

SPR006

UP TO

250KG

UP TO

100KG

SPR007

Designed to transport stack  

& nest tubs these versatile  

trolleys make picking and  

packing applications simple.

• Compatible with Richmond’s 

range of stack & nest tubs.

• A range of trolley options 

available, including twin tub 

and stainless steel trolleys.

OPR002

OPR009

Wheelbarrows

A Richmond wheelbarrow is an 

essential piece of equipment for 

any builder, bricklayer, landscaper, 

gardener, or home handyperson. 

We offer a range of tray and wheel 

options so you can find the perfect 

wheelbarrow for your application.

• Plastic, steel, heavy duty steel, 

and timber handle models available

• Steel or plastic centre puncture 

proof and pneumatic wheel 

models available

WBR202

WBR405

WBR106

PFR135

PFR130
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Roll Cages
Choose the perfect roll cage for your application with  

our newly expanded range of roll cage trolleys! Our range 

includes 2 sided, 3 sided, 4 sided, and security cages all 

available with a range of accessories to help you build  

the perfect solution for your organisation.

A wide range of wheel options are available to choose from.

Shelves, straps, covers, 

doors, and cross bars

Our team can help you find the perfect wheel 

for your application. Popular options below.

Rebound Rubber 

Wheels

Poly Nylon 

Wheels

Nylon 

Wheels

Sandwich 

Wheels

Features an injection 

moulded polyurethane 

tyre around a nylon hub, 

these wheels are hard 

wearing, non-marking 

and long lasting with 

high load capacities.

A unique blend of 

rebound rubber that is 

sandwiched between 

two layers of nylon. 

This provides strength, 

durability, and offers a 

smooth, cushioned ride.

Highly durable 

wheel that has a low 

rolling resistance. 

Ideal for hard, 

smooth surfaces 

and outdoor/wet 

environments

Non-marking, 

quiet and shock 

absorbing with a low 

rolling resistance 

that ensures they 

move over small 

obstructions easily.

Roll Cage Accessories Wheel Options

Security Roll Cages2-Sided Roll Cages 3-Sided Roll Cages 4-Sided Roll Cages

Not sure which cage best suits your needs? Contact our friendly staff for assistance

A and Z-base 

nesting designs

Accessories to suit available including 

shelves, straps, covers, doors, and more

A wide range of wheel & 

castor options available
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Adjustable Feet 
& Tube Inserts

Available in a range of sizes, 

materials and capacities.   Mild 

and  Grade 304 Stainless Steel  

levelling feet available.

Fixed Foot 

Levelling Feet

Bolt Down 

Levelling Feet

Round & Square 

Threaded Inserts

Ball Jointed 

Levelling Feet

Nylon Knob 

Levelling Feet

Tube End 

Caps

Levelling 

Foot

Threaded 

Insert

Used to provide a level, stable base for tables, machinery, or  

equipment. Adjustable levelling feet help ensure your table,machine  

etc. is mounted correctly and levelled on uneven surfaces.

Workbench 

Leg

Bearings

With over 60 years of 

experience designing 

Wheels and Castors, 

Richmond have vast 

experience in the 

choice and use of 

bearings of all types.

From a simple carbon steel  

ball bearing to complex double  

row cylindrical roller bearings, 

our team can supply a bearing 

solution for all applications.

Fasteners
• Sizes from M4 all  

the way up to M20

• Imperial and 

Metric Sizes 

Available

• Zinc Plated, 

Galvanised or 

Stainless Steel

Bulk Quantities Available

Visit our website to 
see the full range

Agricultural  
Equipment  
Bearings 
Available
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Lug BoxesPlastic Pails

Security 
Crates

Vented Stack & 
Nest Crates

Available in 5 colours, 

our range of food  

grade lug boxes are 

perfect for use as  

meat crates,  

poultry crates,  

or as fresh  

produce crates.

Suitable for hot 

or cold filling, 

Richmond stock 

food grade plastic 

pails in 5L, 10L, 

15L, and 20L sizes.

Perfect for storing important 

documents or items, these security 

crates offer a secure storage 

solution. Features an interlocking 

security lid, which is lockable with 

a padlock or cable ties.

Food grade and stackable, 

Richmond’s new range of 

stackable vented crates offer an 

excellent solution for the handling 

and storage of meat, seafood, 

poultry, produce and more. 

With food grade products available, Richmond’s 

range of plastic & storage products includes plastic 

tubs for food preparation and storage, collapsible 

mega bins for moving large amounts of produce 

or product, wheelie bins in a range of sizes, and 

containers for use on conveyor systems.

Plastics & 
Storage

All pails come 

with a lid as 

standard.

Available Colours:

Available Colours:

Blue

Blue

White Transparent

White

Red

Red

Grey Yellow

Yellow

Orange Black

UP TO

350KG

Stack & Nest Tubs

Stack & Nest Tub Dollies

Stackable 
Tote Boxes

Plastic Nesting Crates

Perfect for use 

in a wide range 

of industries, 

these food grade 

stackable boxes 

have a flat base 

ideal for use on 

conveyor systems.

These durable tubs make it easy 

to store and sort your ingredients 

or any other materials. Available 

in 2 sizes these compact tubs are 

made from food grade material, 

and can nest inside of each other 

when not in use.

3 Sizes Available:  32L, 52l, 68L

Available in food grade or  

Recycled (Black)

Made from polypropylene, these 

tubs stack on top of each other 

and nest inside of each other 

for convenient storage.

Stacking: When your stack &  

nest crates are full, you can 

sit them on top of one another 

without damaging the contents  

of the crate below.

Nesting: When not in use, our 

stack & nest crates will slide 

inside of each other nicely, 

minimising the amount of  

space they take up for storage.

Designed to transport Richmond’s  

range of Stack & Nest Tubs.

• Grade 303 stainless steel 

threaded castor inserts

• Easy to clean design - suitable  

for washdown applications

• A wide range of castor options available

Available Colours

Blue White Red Yellow Orange Black

13.5L

NCR135BLK

13.5L

NCR135ORA

13.5L

NCR135YEL

22.7L

NCR227NAT

32L

SNR003BLK

52L

SNR002TRANS

BXR008ORA

BXR006ORA

22.7L

NCR227RED

Available Colours

52L 

SNR013GRN
SYR065BLK

Australian  
Manufactured  
Stack & Nest 

Tubs Available
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Wheelie Bins
Mega Bins 
and Agriculture 
Crates

Parts Bins & TraysRotationally Moulded Tubs

Organise parts, tools, products and 

more with our range of parts bins and 

trays, available in a range of sizes.

Louvered panels to suit available

Designed to suit a broad range of industries, 

these versatile tubs can easily meet the material 

handling requirements of a range of industries. 

Tubs available in sizes ranging from 150-650L.

Castors, spring-loaded bases, and lids are 

available to take these tubs to the next level!

BNR111

BNR112

SEAL CASE
Richmond’s range of Seal Cases – your ultimate 

choice in dust-proof, shock-proof, and waterproof 

protection. Get the best seal, every time.

• High-density pick & pluck foam or solid  

foam inserts for superior interior protection

• Impact Resistant exterior

• Water tight o-ring seal

• Collision proof hinges

• Pressure relief valve

• A wide range of sizes available

WATER
TIGHT

DUST
PROOF

IMPACT
RESISTANT

Available Colours:

Blue White Red Grey Yellow Orange Black

Hot Stamping 
Available!
Get your logo or custom text stamped on  

selected Richmond plastics products! 

Easily identify items and get your name 

out there with our hot stamping service.

Contact our team for more information.

High quality wheelie bins suitable for a whole range of applications, including 

general waste and recycling. Our bins are available in a wide range of 

configurations so you can pick the best solutions for your requirements.

• Bins range from 80L-1100L capacity

• A wide range of colour options available

• Spare parts available

When it comes to 

megabins, Richmond  

are your bulk bin experts.  

Not only do we offer solid 

and vented megabins, but 

we also offer collapsible 

megabins too, because 

we know how precious 

floor space can be. 

• Stackable vented or 

solid side bins 

• Pallet jack & forklift  

entry for easy moving

• Food grade and 

collapsible options 

available

• Lid to suit megabins 

available
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Service Trolleys

Bread Crates & Dollies

Available in single 

and double varieties 

designed to make 

moving baked goods 

easy. Richmond’s 

bread dollies allow  

for the easy movement  

of bread, pastries,  

and more.

Our hotel luggage trolleys have 

been designed to provide you  

with an attractive, functional, and  

hard-wearing solution. Available  

in two styles, these trolleys feature 

an attractive carpeted platform 

with silver coloured handles.

Hotel Trolleys

Our wide range of products are ready to 

handle everything from steamy kitchens and 

hotel lobbies, to commercial cleaning and 

front of house service applications. Richmond 

carries a range of wheels, castors, trolleys, 

food grade plastics, and more. 

Hospitality 
Products

Richmond’s multi purpose service 

trolleys are available in a variety of  

sizes. Perfect for any office,  

restaurant or hotel, these trolleys  

are a service industry essential.

Standard and premium stainless steel 

models available in 2 and 3 tier varieties.

High/Low Temp Castors

Perfect for use in bakeries, smoke houses, 

cool rooms, and any application where 

extreme temperatures are present.

Stainless Castors

Ideal for frequent wash down 

areas and areas where health 

& hygiene is of importance.

STR222
STR321

Double Bread Dollie BDR001Single Metal Bread Dollie BDR004

300KG  

MAX LOAD  

CAPACITY

WASHABLE  

PLASTIC BASE

FOOD  

GRADEROUNDED  

CORNERS

ERGONOMIC 

HAND GRIPS

MCR010RED

BDR001

Stainless Steel 
Benches

Stainless Steel 
Coolroom Shelving

Our new range of stainless benches 

are perfect for when you need extra 

prepping or food handling space.

• 1.2m and 1.5m widths available

• Available with backsplash  

to protect your walls from splatter, 

grease, oil, or any other messes.

• Made from grade 304  

stainless steel

• Adjustable feet to set  

optimal working height

Our 304-grade stainless steel shelving is  

the perfect storage solution for any items 

in a wet or dry environment. 

The 4 sturdy heavy-duty clip-on plastic 

shelves with a square stainless-steel frame 

provide a sturdy structure that is quick 

and easy to clip together.

• 1.2m and 1.5m widths available

• Adjustable shelf heights

• Removable shelves for easy cleaning

Available 
Colours

Available 
Colours

BEN003

1.2m bench with backsplash

LTR004

LTR002

Milk Crates

Available in a range  

of colours, our range  

of lightweight crates  

take the hassle out  

of transporting bottles, 

dairy products, and more.
Refrigeration Castors

Ideal for cool storage areas  

and refrigeration units.

SHE002 1500mm wide

BCR003 BCR001
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Bakery Racks
Richmond’s range of bakery racks & accessories are your 

number one choice for quality, versatility, and efficiency. 

Featuring a fully welded finish, 304 grade stainless steel,  

a Z-base nesting frame design and interchangeable 

castors, this range is a step above the rest.

• Supplied assembled: a fully welded finish reduces maintenance 

costs. Say goodbye to flat-packs and retightening of fasteners.

• Racks nest together tightly: The Z base frame allows all rack  

sizes to nest together and maximize storage space.

• Grade 304 Stainless Steel: superior corrosion resistance, 

increasing longevity of your racks.

• Thicker steel construction: prevents shelves and frames  

snapping or buckling in heavy commercial use environments. 

• Bolt-on interchangeable stainless steel castors: no more rust,  

no more grinding off the castors when they’re due for replacement. 

• Stainless Castors with High-Temperature Wheels:  

Australian manufactured, proven to last the distance under  

extreme conditions, market leading design.

Bakery Trays
16” & 18” WIDE TRAYS AVAILABLE

• Trays to suit range of 16” and 18” bakery racks

• 3-sided and 4-sided trays available

• Aluminium or grade 304 stainless steel trays available

• Optional non-stick coating available. Contact our staff for more info

Nesting Design All sizes  
can nest  

with each 
other!

The Z-frame allows the cages 

to nest together nicely for 

easy storage and transport.

Aluminium 
Trays

Perforated 
Aluminium Trays

Steel Wire  
Cooling Racks
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Sliding gate hardware, swing gate hardware, cantilever gate hardware, 

automatic gate motors, solar power kits, and gate accessories available.

Hanging Gate & Door Hardware
Designed for the movement of heavy duty sliding doors & 

gates, Richmond’s hanging gate hardware is available in 

a range of sizes and capacities. 2 and 4 wheel roller sets 

available, suitable for capacities ranging from 70-460kgs.

Sliding Gate Openers & Hardware

Gate Motor Accessories Visit our website to 

view our full range 

of gate motors and 

accessories

Swing Gate Openers & Hardware

Example of 

a Richmond 

GTR207 sliding 

gate motor  

in action

Whether you’re converting your gate to an automatic 

sliding gate, or building one from scratch, Richmond 

carry a range of gate rollers, wheels, motors, track, 

and stoppers to get your gate moving.

From large swing gates to small side gates,  

Richmond stock a range of swing gate hardware.  

Our range includes motors for gate automation, 

and a wide variety of hinges and latches to suit  

all kinds of outdoor gate applications.

Gate & Door 
Hardware Solar Power Kits  

& Accessories  

Available

Sliding Barn Door Kits

Designed to fit 35mm-45mm thick doors, Richmond’s barn  

door kits contain all the hardware required to transform your 

doorway into a sleek entrance. All of our barn door kits are 

complete with mounting hardware and a 2m or 2 x 1.5m track.

Track joiners are also available in carbon or  

stainless steel for wider door applications.

Stainless and carbon steel varieties available

Country Style
Face Mounting

European Style
Face Mounting

Cantilever Gate Openers & Hardware

We stock a range of cantilever gate rollers, channels, and more. 

Perfect for building a heavy duty sliding gate system over 

entryways to domestic, commercial and industrial premises. 

Cantilever gates are ideal for driveways with steep inclines.

Take your motor to the next level with our range of accessories!  

We stock keypads, exit wands, warning lights, photocells, magnetic 

locks, push buttons, solar accessories, and lots more. Setup the 

perfect gate system to suit your needs with our accessory range.
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For decades we have worked with our 

customers to solve simple to highly 

complex engineering challenges, 

specialising in pipeline rollers and 

material handling applications.

Our engineering staff can 

develop a solution for any 

project, whether it’s simply 

design, or design and supply, or 

complete project management.

Richmond’s engineering staff can 

work with you to create a solution 

that fits your needs.

No Project Too Big

Custom engineered wheels, rollers and more available.  Contact our team today to design your custom solution. 

Our wide range of in-house machinery and 

fabrication facilities coupled with our local 

manufacturing network, make us the number 

one choice for your project. Whatever you 

require, we can build it.

Whatever you require, 
we can build it

Supply of 150 30T pipe rollers for offshore oil & gas pipeline launch.

Manufacture and supply of large deep sea drilling support rollers

WheelMakers 
for Industry

YEARS  
OF INDUSTRY  

EXPERIENCE

OVER

60
ALL CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS 

AND CAPACITIES CAN BE 

ACCOMMODATED
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Australia: 1300 474 246  sales@richmondau.com  richmondau.com

New Zealand:  0800 61 71 81  nzsales@richmondnz.co.nz richmondnz.co.nz

Our Stores Come and visit one of our showrooms  
or contact our staff in your state

Melbourne 
Head Office

590 Clayton Rd, 

Clayton South, VIC 3169

T  (03) 9551 2233

sales@richmondau.com

Brisbane

163 Evans Rd,  

Salisbury, QLD 4107

T  (07) 3275 1355

qld@richmondau.com

Gold Coast

1/40 Spencer Rd,  

Nerang, QLD 4211

T  (07) 5596 1530

goldcoast@richmondau.com

Darwin

436 Stuart Highway,  

Winnellie, NT 0820

T  (08) 8935 2000

ntsales@richmondau.com

Adelaide

151-153 Cormack Rd,  

Wingfield, SA 5013

T  (08) 8241 5678

sa@richmondau.com

Tasmania

T  (03) 6281 1240

tas@richmondau.com

Auckland (NZ)

665 Great South Rd,  

Auckland 1061, New Zealand

T   0800 61 71 81

nzsales@richmondnz.co.nz

Perth

228 Welshpool Rd,  

Welshpool, WA 6106

T  (08) 9356 7570

wa@richmondau.com

Sydney - South 
Caringbah

189 Taren Point Rd, 

Caringbah, NSW 2229

T  (02) 8535 2900

caringbah@richmondau.com

Melbourne - North: 
Epping

5 Miller St, 

Epping, VIC 3076

T  (02) 8535 2900

caringbah@richmondau.com

Sydney - West 
Wetherill Park

485 Victoria St,  

Wetherill Park, NSW 2164

T  (02) 9757 4570

nsw@richmondau.com


